Surgical treatment of intractable epilepsy combined with bipolar electrocoagulation on functional cortex.
Resecting epileptogenic foci combined with bipolar electrocoagulation of functional cortex has been successfully used to treat intractable epilepsy. 124 cases with intractable epilepsy have been treated from 1996 to 1999, 75 cases with temporal lobe epilepsy and 48 cases with extra-temporal lobe epilepsy, and one case with infantile hemiplegia. Electrocorticography (ECoG) was used pre- and postoperatively. 108 cases were followed-up from one to three years. The general efficiency of bipolar electrocoagulation on functional cortex (BCFC) for epilepsy is 91.7%. The pathological features indicate that the damage by coagulation of the cortex is only in the supra- and infra-granular layers, similar to multiple subpial transection (MST). When the epileptogenic foci are located in functional cortex, the method of resecting the foci combined with BCFC has been effective and improves the results greatly. BCFC is safe and easy to use.